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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let K be an algebraic number field of degree k over Q, the field of rational 
numbers. Let 2, denote the ring of integers of K and D,, R,, h, the discrimi- 
nant, the regulator and the class number of K. Denote by a(j) (j= 1, . . . , k) the 
conjugates, by NK,p(cr) the norm and by m the maximum of the absolute 
values of the conjugates of (Y EK. 
Let al,a2 EK, and A,p ~2~ with a,a2A,u#0 such that 
(1) x, = al A” + a2pm 
belong to 2, for m=O, 1, . . . . Set ri=max{ m, m} and r2=max{ m, m}. 
In the sequel c,, c2, . . . will denote effectively computable constants depending 
only on r,, r2,DK, R, and hK. Finally let P{x,} denote the maximum of the ra- 
tional primes lying below the prime ideal divisors of x,. 
We assume in the sequel that {x,} is non-degenerate, i.e. A/,u is not a root 
of unity. 
Let x, E 2 for m EN. (2 denotes the ring of integers, while N the set of non- 
negative integers). Parnami and Shorey [4] proved that x, #xn whenever m # n 
and max{m, n} 2 ci . This result was generalized by Shorey [7] to algebraic 
recursive sequences. He gave lower bounds for 1 Ax, - Bx,, too. 
The multiplicative generalization of the equation x,=x,, , i.e. x, 1 x,,, is in the 
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literature not so well examined. Shorey and Tijdeman [7, Corollary 3.61 proved 
that if x,EZ, Osm<n and x,(x, then n<cz. 
Let 
(2) Z(x) = ((n;);e/v strictly increasing, with x,,, 1 x,,,~ for all i = 0, 1, . . .}. 
and 
o(X) = ( t:fcX, lim inf ni+l . 
n, ;+CZ ni 
In the apendix of Bundschuh und Petho [l] we proved that if x, E 2 for 
every m then Z(x)# 0 and o(x)? 2. This was generalised to any algebraic 
number field K by Petho [5]. If A./p is not a root of unity, and x, 1 x, then we 
shall give in Theorem 1 an effective estimate for m - 2n. 
Mahler [3] proved that if x, ~2 for all m and Ur_c is not a root of unity then 
P(x,> + 03. Schinzel [6] effectivised this result by proving that P(x,>? 
1 c, mc2 log”m. Stewart [9] found a better lower bound for P(x,). Shorey [7] 
proved that if n <m then 
For further references and related results see Shory and Tijdeman [8]. 
Shorey proved in [7] four theorems, three about recursive sequences in 
algebraic number fields but the above cited only for recursive sequences with 
rational integer terms. Shorey and Tijdeman adopted this approach in [8] too. 
The main difficulty to generalize Shorey’s Theorem 4 to algebraic recursive se- 
quences is to prove an inequality which is analogous to [7 (29)]. 
Our second theorem generalizes Shorey’s above mentioned result for any 
number field. In the proof we use a recent result of Yu [lo], which enable us 
to prove a better lower bound than was stated by Shorey [7]. 
2. RESULTS 
Denote by ((r,fi, . . .) the ideal in 2, generated by cr,fl, . . . E Z,. We shall start 
a new numeration of the constants. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that 13/p is not a root of unity. Zf m, n > c, and x,, 1 x,,, 
then m 2 2n - q log n. 
This theorem is the effective version of Petho [5, Theorem 31. Immediate 
consequences of Theorem 1 are the in the introduction stated results of Parnami 
and Shorey [4] and Shorey and Tijdeman [8]. 
In the sequel let .sK = E be 1 if the third and fourth roots of unity belong to 
K, and 2 otherwise. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that A/p is not a root of unity. Zf m > n 2 c3, then 
2 c4m’w+‘) 
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Theorem 2 is a generalization of Theorem 4 of Shorey [7] to algebraic 
number fields. After proving (14), which is as strong as (29) of [7], our argu- 
ment is essentially the same as his. 
If p, a EZ~ are of degree k with Ip # 0, then 
~(~on) = n (P,(Oa(On _,,W,(i)n)2 EZ 
lsi<JSk 
for all n EN. D(pa”) is called the discriminant of ,ua”. From Theorem 2 we 
get 
COROLLARY 1. Let O#,u, aEZ, of degree k such that a(‘)/aC2) is not a root 
of unity. Then for m > n L c5 
Gyory [2, Corollary 51 proved that if e is a unit of degree kz3 over Q and 
if the greatest prime factor of D(e) is P then 
P > c,(log log m log log log m )“2, 
provided that m > cg , where c, and cg are effectively computable positive 
constants depending only on k. In the next corollary Gyory’s result will be 
refined in a special case. 
COROLLARY 2. Let K be an algebraic number fieM of degree k and of unit 
rank 1, and let a E Z, with norm at most A. Then there exist effectively com- 
putable constants cg and cl0 depending only on A, D,, RK and hK such that 
P(D(a)) > c,(log m)l’(Ek+‘), 
provided that fl > clo. 
3. AUXILIARY RESULTS 
Let now K be as in the introduction, and aI, . . . , a,, E K (n 2 2) non-zero 
elements and p a rational prime. Set 
3, ifp=2 KKs), if P = 2 
4= 
2, otherwise 
and K. = 
K(&), otherwise, 
where [,, = exp(2ni/h), h = 1,2, . . . . Let D=[Ko:Q] and u=max{tEZ, tz0: 
&I E K}. Let 3’ be a prime ideal of Z, lying above p; write f9 for its residue 
class degree. For 0 #a E K, denote by ord,(a) the order to which 9 divides the 
fractional ideal (a). Let Vi, . . . , V, be real numbers such that Vi 5 a.. 5 V, and 
5 2 max h(aj), (1 <jr n), 
where h(a) denotes the logarithmic absolute height for the algebraic number a, 
and log aj = log /aj I+ i arg(aj) with --71< arg(a;) I 71. Let bl, . . . , b, E Z, not all 
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zero, and B?max{ \bjl : 1 Ijln}. Set 
1 
V n_l, if ordJb,)= min ord,(bj), 
v= c lcjsn 6f9 log(p) ’ ifp=2, e= K, otherwise, 1 
4f9 log(p) ’ 
if p>2. 
Then we have 
THEOREM Y. (Yu [lo]) Suppose that ord,(cr,) = ... = ord,(cw,) = 0 and 
bl 
a1 . ..a.b”#l. Then forp>2 we have 
ord,Jap’ -1. a,b - 1) < 404746 IO”@+ 1)2n+3 9 
(fp l:g(P))ni2 
D n+21/ 1 1.. V, log(D’B) max{n log(2”n2D2V), f9 log(p)), 
and for p = 2 we have 
ord,(a,b’ .a. a$ - 1) < 7637624 36”(n + 1)2n+3 q ( f~ lbg(p) r’2 
D n+2 v, ..* V, log(D2B) max{n log(212n2D2 V), f9 log(p)}. 
LEMMA 1. (Shorey [7]) Suppose A/p is not a root of unity. Then 
(5) Ix,1 ~(max{I~I,I~l})mexp(-c,, lwm lwtI) 
whenever m 1 cl2 log 5,. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose A/p is not a root of unity and rn>c12 log r, . Then 
(6) Mm exp(-cl3 log m log rl) 5 INK,e(xm)i 5 c14Mm, 
where M= n,“, 1 max{ IA(j)l I p’j’l} > 1. 9 
PROOF. The upper bound follows easily from (l), while the lower bound 
comes from (5). For M> 1, a proof can be found in Petho [5, Lemma 51. 
LEMMA 3. Let (x,},,,~ be defined by (1). Then there exist a positive integer 
h I h, and w E Z, such that Ah/o, ph/o E Z,, 
(7) 
Ah ph 
(- -> w’ 0 = (l), 
(8) 5 eXp(C,5 R, + hK log 72) = r3 
and if 
x;,n=aIA’(g)“-a2p’($r (n=O,l,... ;i=O ,..., h-l) 
then x~,~EZ~ and a”xi,n=xhn+l* 
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PROOF. Apart from (8) this is Lemma 3 from Petho [5]. To prove (8) we men- 
tion that 
max[l%Q(g)l, IN,,p(~)(j<max{lN,,p(l)l, IWf,~(r(l)l)h=rZhk. 
Using a standard result (see for example [8, Lemma A.15]), there exists a unit 
q E 2, such that 
Replacing now o by qo we get the proof of this lemma. 
LEMMA 4. Let {x,,},,~~, {Xi,n)ncN (i=O,...,h-1) and cc) be as in Lemma 3, 
and assume that A/p is not a root of unity and n 2 cl2 log TV. Take 
q, n = n S’“‘d~p(XS~n), and 4 n = (Xi,,)/q,n. 
.Yvw 
Then 
PROOF. Let 9 be a prime ideal of 2, lying above the rational prime p such 
that 9 ( (1~). If Ih/ph is not a @adic unit and say ord,(A)>ord,(p), then by 
(7), ord,(Ah/w) > ord,(ph/o) = 0. Hence 
ord&xi,,) 5 ord,(a,p’) I 2(h, log ~2 + log ~1) = c18. 
Similar inequality holds, if ord,(l/p)=O but ord,(al/a2)#0. It remains to 
consider only the case when ord,(A/p) = ord,(a,/a2) = 0. Define Kc, depending 
on p as above Theorem Y. Then D = [Kc, : Q] 5 ck. 
Let 9’ be a prime ideal in Kr, lying above 9. Then ord,(cr) 5 ord,(cr) holds 
for any a E K, and ord&/p) = ord,,(a,/a2) = 0. Furthermore 
(9) ord,,(xi,,) = ord,(a2$) + n ord y,(f) +ord,.(z (t>““‘i-l). 
Applying Theorem Y to the third term of the sum occurring on the right hand 
side of (9) with czi =a,/a,, CY~ = A/,u, D I &k and using that 15 fq, I ck we get 
(10) ord,,(xi, .) < cis + 2”k5 V, V2pck loge3 p log(hn + i) * 
max(log(230k4V2),Ek logp}. 
Let now P be the maximum of those rational primes which are divisible by 
some &-prime ideal divisors of (2~). Then (10) implies 
(11) ord,, (xi, ,,) < ~19 PEk log n. 
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P ) NK,&) because 9 1 (A,u), so Ps T?, hence 
ord,(x& < c19r;kZ log n. 
We have further 
log lN,,,(%,;,)l = C ord&, ,) INK/Q@? I 5 ~20 log n. 
.9lvd 
Combining this inequality with Lemma 2 we get the lower bound for ( NK,p(@, ,) ( . 
The upper bound follows immediately from Lemma 2. 
4. PROOFS 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2. Assume that rrr>~,~ log rt and take B =(x,)/(x,, x,), 
81 = b,,,, 9°rd.p(B8) and .Bz = B/.Bt . Then x,#O by (5), hence EB #(0) and 
B,EBt,.?& are (integer) ideals of 2,. It is clear that 
(12) P(B) 1 P(B2). 
Write RR,, = (x,,x,) and %A,, = n,,,,,, .V’rd.p(G,m). Further @,n and q,n 
shall have the meaning as in Lemma 4. Let n’= [n/h], m’= [m/h], i= n - hn’ 
and j=m-hm’. 
Assume first that n<m/2. Then we have 
Using Lemma 4, we get from (13) 
INK,Q(~%~?~)/ 2 c,'h'f,m'-"' eXp(-Cl6 1Ogm’) 
L c,‘M,m”2 exp(-cl6 log m’). 
We have M,> 1 by Lemma 4, hence 
(14) m’ 4 c,, log INK,&%. 
In the next step we shall prove (14) for n>m/2, too. Take 
From the easily provable identity 
x,’ - (A + p)x,x, _ , + &fx,“_ , = - (&J)” lat a# -p)2 
we get 
(1% (%%-1) / w72(A-L42. 
Let now 
Iz”-p” 
r =p n 
A-p 
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then r, E Z, and r,, #0 for n >O. Take for n > 0 W, = n,,,,,, 3’Ords(“‘). Let 
m = n + t. Then 0 < t < m/2. One can prove by an easy computation 
(16) x, = x~+~ = xnrr+l -A,ux,_,r,. 
Hence XA,, 1 Yn-l “L;, and so by (15) 
z;,rn I v2(~-P)2”L;. 
Let t’= [t/h] and I= t - hf. Then ^t;= x,,.. With this notation 
Applying now lemma 4 we get from the last inequality 
INK/Q(.%2) 1 1 cil h’f,“‘pl’ exp(-c,, log m’)2 c;‘M:“~ exp(-cl6 log m’), 
where c22 = cr, IN KjQ(al a2(l -~)~)l. From this we have (14) with an possibly 
larger constant. 
Take now P= P(.CB2)r P(B). Using the same argument as Shorey [7], one 
can prove the existence of a rational prime PO I P such that 
ord,,W~,QW,,N > w2dT’m. 
Let Y. be a prime ideal of Z, dividing pa. There exist at most k prime ideals 
of Z, dividing pa. Hence there exists a prime ideal go of Z, dividing pa such 
that 
ord,,(pj,m8)) = ord,,(Ym) > (2kczl P)-‘m. 
It follows from ((Ah/o), (,u’/o)) = (1) that either Ah/o or ph/o is a Yo-adic 
unit. Without loss of generality we may assume that it is Ah/o. Using that 
pas P and the definition of 1/r, V, and I/ we get from (10) 
c22pEk log-‘P log(m) > (2kc2, P)-‘m. 
Hence 
P> c4m”(Ek+‘), if m >c3, 
which completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
PROOF OF COROLLARY 1. Take x,, =#)a(‘)” -pin for nr0. Then 
CGlI,,lv satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 2, hence 
(17) 2 cgm l/(&k+l) 
Let 9 be a prime ideal divisor of 
lying under it satisfies (17). Then 
D(N) 
(x,)/(x,,x,) such that the rational prime p 
both ~3’ and p divide 
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PROOF OF COROLLARY 2. Let q be a fundamental unit of 2,. We have 
log m = Rx or RK/2 according as q is real or non-real. Let S = { r(lr, . . . ,pt} C 
c 2, be a maximal set of non-associated elements with norm at. most A. By [8, 
Lemma A.151 we may assume that 
(18) llog Ipcil I 5 cz,R,+b logA. 
Let now (Y E Z, with NK,Q(a) IA. Then there exist m EZ and p E S such that 
CZ=/lrlm. If m < 0 than replacing rl by v-’ we may assume that m > 0. If m > c,, 
then by Corollary 1 
P(D(o)) = p(D(PiV")) > c26m 
l/(&k+l) 
, 
where cz5 and cz6 depend only on A, DK, RK, and hK. We have 
This and (18) imply at once the assertion. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 
Theorem 2. 
1. We shall use the notation introduced in the proof of 
If n>m, then we get from the assumption x, ( x, that (x,)/(x,,x,) = 1. 
Thus, by Theorem 2, n <cr. 
In the sequel we have to deal only with the case m > n. Let m = n + t. From 
x,, 1 x, it follows Yn 1 Pm, hence by (16) and (15) 
% ) %a,(~ -P12V 
Consequently, 
Using now & =@,,nS, ^ L;= q,,. and Lemma 4, we get 
Mt’ exp(-cr6 log n’) 5 c27kfL, 
where ~27=~17 jN&(a~a2(;l -,u)~)/ ~c,,(t, r2)2k. Hence 
n - t I c2s log n + $9 
with 
Cub h,(l+l‘%‘-2,) 
c28 =log A4, and ~29 = IogM, . 
Putting t = m - n in the last inequality and assuming that log n > c30 we get 
m-2n 1 -c2 logn, 
with c2 = ~29 + 1, SO Theorem 1 is proved. 
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